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leadership and the new science the assertion that while the uni-
verselearning about organization is strange uncertain and

from an orderly universe by bizarre it remains a universe of
margaret J wheatley berrett inherent order 151 a point
koehler 1992 that must be made ifwheatley is to

establish her claim that we canmargaret wheatley states that leamlearn about organization from an
she is at heart a lapsed scientist orderly universe
still hoping that the world will david grandy
yield up its secrets to her in pre-
dictabledictable formulation 6 having
harvested a number of secrets from
recent popularizations of science behold the messiah new testa-

mentwheatley applies these secrets as insightsfrominsights from latter day
insights into her own field of orga-
nizational

revelation by robert J matthews
leadership the result bookcraft 1994

is an unabashed almost euphoric now that gospel doctrineaffirmation of quantum physics teachers are provided only a set ofself organizing systems chaos the-
ory questions and a quotation for each

and the philosophical lessons lesson many are on the lookout
that are routinely drawn from for additional resources other
those disciplines church members are seeking new

most books can be experienced insights and a wider appreciation
at more than one level of under-
standing

of the life and ministry of the sav-
iorthis book works best at ix this relatively slim vol-
umethe celebrationalcerebrationalcelebrational level although aims to provide such an

deals with abstrusewheatley some appreciation via a discussion of
concepts she is not overly cere-
bral

allmany but not of the episodes
and her larger message reported in the gospels and acts

attempts to liberate us from out-
moded

matthews draws primarily upon
ways of thinking she pos-

tulates
the latter day saint cannon the

that the new science in all teachings of joseph smith and of
its ideological upheaval sends a course his own observations
clear signal to managers and or-
ganizational

the book is organized themati-
callyspecialists because instead of chronologically

attitudes shape organizations but the reader can find specific dis-
cussionsno better way exists to achieve cussions through the scripture

organizational reform than persuad-
ing

index and a fairly detailed index
people that their personal atti-

tudes
one valuable chapter is a collec-
tionare not sacrosanct some may of quotations from the teach-
ingsfind this a frightening prospect but of the prophetjosephprophet joseph smith

on the other hand loss of rigidity concerning jesus
can also be cause for exultation the contributions or lack thereof

wheatley ends her book by dis-
cussing

of the joseph smith translation of
chaos theory a move that the bible JST are usually high-

lightedallows her to wrap things up with rather than those from the
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book of mormon and doctrine and sometimes unpolished laying a
covenants such an emphasis is no scriptural and prophetic foundation
surprise coming from a man who this work presents tolerance as a
has devoted much of his life to virtue taught and practiced by the
studying the JST however since savior our exemplar in matters of
the current LDS edition of the tolerance elder carmack wisely
bible includes most of the signif-
icant

counsels that in order for toler-
ancechanges in the JST this to become an antidote for the

emphasis is not as useful as poison of worldwide hatred and
another might be strife individuals must adopt atti-

tudesAs is usual in commentaries the and practices appropriate to
discussions vary in depth and fresh-
ness

the saviors teachings the book
nevertheless the general then offers advice about how priprin-

ciples

in
reader will find many passages that of tolerance may be applied
are both instructive and inspiring in family church and public life

doris R dant but tolerance is not a principle
without limits it does not signify
indiscriminate and therefore mean-
ingless respect for all actions and

tolerance practicesprinciples ideas elder carmack offers strong
obstacles limits by john K car-
mack

counsel on the limits of tolerance
bookcraft 1993 as he discusses a variety of public

readers familiar with elder issues especially free speech and
john K carmacksCarmacks levelheaded and pornography his reasoning influ-

encedcommon sense approach to ex-
plaining

by his legal training recog-
nizesplaining gospel principles will not the liberality of the principle

be disappointed with his thoughts while at the same time improving
on tolerance written in light of his our understanding of the general
experiences as a church leader in relation between moral and ethical
california and asia this book is a standards and public behavior
plea for broader understanding and also of timely interest is his coun-

selpractice of tolerance in its christ-
ian

regarding the role of tolerance
context experience has con-

vinced
in the church he offers clear

elder carmack of the explanations of the place of church
increased need for tolerance in our discipline in regard to tolerating
encounters with people of diverse diversity of belief within the church
backgrounds to grant the timeli-
ness

tolerance is an overdue and neces-
saryof the message one need only addition by a committed LDS

consider recent outbreaks of vio-
lence

leader to our overall understand-
ingacross the world as previ-

ously
and practice of the gospel

segregated religious and neal W kramer
ethnic groups rekindle prejudice
and hatred

the strength of this book lies in
its straightforward approach al-
though its rhetoric and style are


